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Receptor ligands, identification, phase display peptide libraries, 883
Receptors, effective dose determination of, "F BFET, 1356

Reconstruction algorithms, impact on activity quantitation, 595(ab)
effect of transmission scan duration and smoothing, 131(ab)
effects on ROC analysis lesion detection, 130(ab)
iterative, 590(ab)
matrix inversion for image, 296(ab)
PET, normalization correction, 123(ab)
Rectal model, dosimetry applications, 1524
Relan sympathetic dystrophy, responsiveness to NSAID/ steroid, 1189(ab)
Regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), PET, activation studies with oxygen-14-CO2, 503(ab)
Regional metabolic covariance patterns, FDG PET, 1264
Regional myocardial blood flow, transmyocardial laser revascularization vs PMR, 337(ab)
Region of interest, hottest pixel analysis, 1286(ab)
Renal artery stenosis
PET imaging after treatment with lisinopril, 373(ab)
sцинтиграфическая статистика, 412(ab)
renovascular effects on structure and clearance, 1403(ab)
Renal cell carcinoma
fractionated radioimmunotherapy, 1364(ab)
"C acetate, PET imaging with, 1139(ab)
"Tc-labeled monoclonal antibody G250, characterization, 829
"I-labeled chimeric antibodies, 970(ab)
Renal cortical scintigraphy, pediatric applications of pinhole magnification imaging, 1906
Renal imaging
duplicated collecting systems, 913(ab)
renal uptake of Ca-67, 1140(ab)
renovascular effects on structure and clearance, 1403(ab)
Renal scintigraphy
ACE inhibition in diagnosis of RVH, 374(ab)
assessment of cardiac function during, 378(ab)
captopril vs captopril exercise to detect RVH, 866(ab)
communicating bladders in conjoined twins, 861(ab)
urologic management, 913(ab)
Renography
diuretic evaluate paramacular effects in renal transplant, 377(ab)
infants and children, 1805
timal timing of diuretic administration, 204(ab)
quantitative gravity-assisted drainage, 55(ab)
stafication of acute renal colic, 200(ab)
suprapubic tapping maneuver, 205(ab)
validation of F + G in pediatric patients, 54(ab)
dual-isotope assessment of renal function, 863(ab)
glomerular filtration rate estimation from, 196(ab)
Pataki-Rutland plot in, deconvolution comparison, 1503
radioiodine, "Te, EC clearance, single plasma sample, validation of, 429
resistance vessel dysfunction, 372(ab)
"Te MAG3, evaluation of renal function, 793
Renovascular hypertension
captopril/exercise imaging to detect RVH, 866(ab)
soratans vs captopril in depiction of, 374(ab)
Reperfused, reversible trapping, 813(ab)
Reperfusion therapy, myocardial infarction and, 121
MIBG kinetics after, 904
Reproducibility
camera-based clearance measurements, 209(ab)
myocardial perfusion SPECT studies, 509(ab)
PET studies, malignant tumors, 1771
11C DTZB, healthy human subjects, 283
11F FPCT SPECT imaging of dopamine transporters, 2101(ab)
Research radiouclides, thymidine as a cell proliferation
marker, 1013(ab)
Resolution improvement, cardiac SPECT imaging,
59(ab)
Resource-based practice expense, SNM Physical
Evaluation Program, 26N(1)
Restenosis
brachytherapy, 837(ab)
inhibition of, angioplasty, 819(ab)
Re-188 prevention of, after PTCA, 341(ab)
Revascularization
adjunctive transmyocardial laser, 339(ab)
PET and transmyocardial laser, 340(ab)
Reverse flow-metabolism mismatch, PET, acute
myocardial infarction, 1492, 1499(ed)
Rhenium-186 etidronate, breast cancer, with metastatic
bone pain, 639
Rhenium-186 HEDP, cisplatin and, prostate cancer cells,
667
Rhenium-188
biodistribution and elimination, 356(ab)
comparison of radiation absorbed dose, 166(ab)
dose calibrator setting for, 1508
DTPA liquid-filled to inhibit restenosis, 819(ab)
labelled antibody, stability study, 1367(ab)
labelled colloids as radiotherapeutic agent, 1392(ab)
labelled agents, preparation of, 1382(ab)
on-demand labeling of metal stents, 825(ab)
palliative treatment of metastatic bone pain, 975(ab)
phosphonate ligands, 1015(ab)
prevention of restenosis after PTCA, 341(ab)
radiation dose measurements of, 1359(ab)
spectral analysis, 1385(ab)
in vitro stability to prevent restenosis, 611(ab)
in vivo and in vitro analysis of stereoisomers, 1384(ab)
187Re HEDP, dose-eescalation study, 974(ab)
Rheumatoid arthritis
experimental antigen-induced arthritis, 537(ab)
inflammation imaging of, 872(ab)
arthrocentesis and inflammatory joint disorders, 46(ab)
Right lateral, 111Tc MIBI SPECT, diagnostic accuracy,
85(ab)
Right ventricular function
gated SPECT to measure, 758(ab)
 improvement in, after pulmonary thromboendarterectomy,
172(ab)
111Tc sestamibi SPECT, in coronary artery disease, 889
ROC curve, whole-body PET lesion detection with,
130(ab)
high-energy photon compensation, 1300(ab)
ROC curve in myocardial SPECT, 358(ab)
spectral deconvolution, 133(ab)
123I method for, 133(ab)
SCFV fragments, radioimmunotherapy, 324(ab)
Schizophrenia
dopamine D1 receptor binding in, 120(ab)
IPT SPECT of decrease dopamine transporter binding,
126(ab)
receptor ligand imaging of, 609(ab)
SPECT imaging of amphetamine-induced striatal
dopamine, 122(ab)
SPECT imaging of endogenous dopamine, 121(ab)
11F FDOPA assessment of, 125(ab)
Scintigraphy, see also specific type
endophagel, with seminal fluid, systemic sclerosis and
Raynaud's phenomenon, 77
lung, threshold of detection of diffuse disease, 85
perfusion, bronchial artery revascularization, after lung
transplant, 290
whole-body, congenital vascular malformation, 751(ab)
Scintillation camera
dual-head, coincidence imaging with, 432
gas detector, detection of electrons emitted by 181Re, 868
optimization of crystal thickness, 1229(ab)
Scintimammography
assessment of chemotheraphy response, 103(ab)
brain cancer, scintimammography in recurrent, 68(ab)
early breast neoplasm, 1100(ab)
cone-beam, 1254(ab)
correlation of scan patterns with 111Tc MDP, 66(ab)
effect of lesion size on 99mTc sestamibi, 64(ab)
lesion detection with, 140(ab)
patterns in radiouclide uptake, 146(ab)
reduction in breast biopsies, 1103(ab)
ROC analysis to improve tumor detection in, 1314(ab)
sestamibi SPECT vs planar imaging, 1099(ab)
111Tc MIBI
dedicated nuclear mammography use in, 46
suspected breast cancer, 296
99mTc sestamibi, Tc-scan and, breast cancer diagnosis, 376
99mTc tetrofosmin, 1102(ab)
Sclerosis, systemic, esophageal dysmotility, scintigraphy
with seminal fluid to evaluate, 77
Scrotal scintigraphy, pediatric applications of pinhole
magnification imaging, 1896
Seizures
postoperative neuropsychological changes, PET,
1180(ab)
temporal lobe hypometabolism, 276(ab)
Sentinel nodes
active uptake of macromolecule tracers, 1117(ab)
biospy, role of lymphoscintigraphy in breast cancer,
1119(ab)
biospy, cost-effectiveness in breast cancer management,
560(ab)
detection with lymphoscintigraphy, 70(ab)
dynamic lymphoscintigraphy, 232(ab)
filtered or unfiltered Tc-sulfur colloid for
lymphoscintigraphy, 612(ab)
imaging
advantage of small small solid-state gamma camera,
1121(ab)
melanoma and breast cancer staging, detection of,
602(ab)
nonvisualization in patients with breast neop,
1122(ab)
single- or double-method lymph node biopsy, 1114(ab)
imprint cytology, 1115(ab)
localization, early breast cancer, 1403(ab)
lymphoscintigraphic imaging, 233(ab)
lymphoscintigraphy in breast cancer, 238(ab)
mapping
111Tc serum albumin detection, 1149(ed)
111Tc serum albumin identification of, in melanoma,
1143
needle free tracer injection, 1113(ab)
prophylactic management of, counting properties of
gamma probes used in, 1227(ab)
radiation safety of lymphoscintigraphy, 1116(ab)
sensitivity of gamma probe in localization of, 558(ab)
sentinel node biopsy, 1118(ab)
Serotonin
low synthesis in temporal lobe indicator of major
depression, 577(ab)
receptor distribution, neocortex, parametric PET imaging
of, 25
turnover rate and orbitalfrontal glucose utilization,
219(ab)
Serotonin receptors
binding studies of depression pre- and post-treatment,
579(ab)
biodistribution and dose estimates for 11F FCWAY,
16(ab)
competition between 11C carbylonyl-1100635 and
endogenous serotonin, 117(ab)
hereditary depression, 575(ab)
localization with 11C WAY-100635, brain, PET, 102
PET brain studies, 150(ab)
PET imaging of, 151(ab)
P-glycoprotein modulation, 1167(ab)
preparation of SHT1A antagonist C-11 WAY-100635,
609(ab)
quantification of SHT2, 1266(ab)
regional distribution in human brain, 116(ab)
reproductibility studies of 11C carbylonyl-1100635,
visualisation with I-123-R91150 SPECT in Ecstasy
users, 121(ab)
11C PET, 1347(ab)
11F-labelled, 149(ab)
11F YPS01, PET radiotracer for 5-HIT2A, 148(ab)
Serotonin transporters
effect on alcohol neurtotoxicity, 445(ab)
kineetic modeling of 11C XMC5652, 114(ab)
kineinct model in nonhuman primates, 115(ab)
radiolabelled FEINT for mapping serotonin, 1344(ab)
in vivo activity of, 1346(ab)
in vitro and in vivo evaluation of, 1343(ab)
11B-C-BIT, follow-up SPECT study, 576(ab)
125I DAM SPECT imaging of, 1345(ab)
Sestamibi
assessment of regional myocardial blood flow, 1100(ab)
breast cancer, in suspected recurrent, 68(ab)
delayed detection to identify adenoma, 940(ab)
early and delayed ECG-gated SPECT, 812(ab)
memorial narrow imaging of residual disease in
acute leukemia, 942(ab)
high accumulation in bone marrow, 943(ab)
imaging of multiple myeloma, 959(ab)
quantiative SPECT method to identify cardiomyopathy,
507(ab)
redesession distribution of, in acute myocardial infarction
after direct PTCA, 713(ab)
stress testing, comparison of rest-exercise and rest-ATP
stress, 512(ab)
uptake patterns in benign and malignant disease,
1463(ab)
uptake ratio indicator of multihing resistance, 919(ab)
vs furofinosin and tetrofmo in detecting tumor
multidrug resistance, 1025(ab)
vs tetrofmo in detection of mild-to-moderate
coronary artery disease, 345(ab)
Sickle cell anemia
perfusion imaging in children with, 910(ab)
sulfur colloid assessment of hydroxyurea therapy on
splenic function, 958(ab)
Sigmal receptors
pharmacological targeting, 1127(ab)
11F labeled benzamides as, 118(ab)
111I imaging in breast cancer, 405(ab)
123I PMS tumor imaging agent, 486(ab)
Simulations, small animal PET system, 131(ab)
Simultaneous dual-isotope imaging
myocardial SPECT, validation of photon-energy
recovery, 839(ab)
SPECT coincidence system, 1247(ab)
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
accurate determination of head boundary, 1277(ab)
alcohols, naltrexone effects on cerebral blood flow, 19
attenuation and point response correction, 1254(ab)
attenuation correction, 137(ab)
application in TI-201, 363(ab)
attenuation correction for, 1251(ab)
bone
maximum likelihood reconstruction and ordered
subsets in, 1978
spine, attenuation correction techniques, 604
Surgery
endoscopy, miniature beta-sensitive probe for, 600(ab)
utility of myocardial scintigraphy before vascular.

792(ab)

Spectrophotometric determination, myocardial, oxidative metabolism abnormalities. PET, 846
Spectrophotometric system, cardiac

overactivity in hypertension. 121,51 MBIG imaging, 6 Parkinson’s disease, 371
Spectrophotometric system, vesicular storage and monoamine oxidase activity, isolated heart, 323
Sympathomimetic actions, MBIG, tympanic comparison, 1342
Synergistic, chronic, effects of radiation synovectomy, MRI, 1277
Technetium-99m, PET, 484(ab)

T
Tchugasch, idiopathic ventricular, 121 MBIG uptake in, 1

[snod 1]Tsalairch Atlas, global spatial normalization, brain, 942
Technetium-99m, PET, 484(ab)

Tc, pulmonary embolus, 579
Technetium-99m acute ischemic injury, 1369(ab)
atamper, 357(ab)
chrysamine G, 288(ab), 898(ab)
combinatorially designed radiopharmaceuticals, 499(ab)
dual-isotope PET, partial epilepsy, 677
ECDF, synthesis of, 1367(ab)
electrons emitted by, scintillation gas detector used to localize
flow IgM antibody labeled with, granulocytes, 625
infection imaging with ciprofloxacin, 904(ab)
labeling of highly selective DAT ligand for PET,

[ab}

liposomes labeled with, hydrazino nicotinyl derivative, 192
melanoma scintigraphy, 485(ab)
metabolization of fatty acid analogs, 1406(ab)
metal binding ligands, 500(ab)

mune immunoglobulin M antibody labeled with,
granulocyte membranes and, 2107
detection assay of with mpetid, 1366(ab)
SPECT imaging of dopamine transporter sites, 1161(ab)
strioserotonerig effects on structure and clearance,

1403(ab)
synthesis, labeling and evaluation of ECD-folate, 404(ab)
tumor targeting with labeled cyclic melanotropin peptide,

484(ab)
REV receptor agonist labeled with, colorectal tumors, 352
in vitro and in vivo properties of labeled peptides,

1397(ab)
13C breath test, oroecal transit, 1451
Technetium-99m annexin V, imaging of apoptosis with, 184
Technetium-99m-antibody labeling

MAG3-chelator for, 327(ab)
mercaptoacetyltriglycine chelator for, 1006(ab)
monoclonal antibody Fab’ fragment in infection of,

897(ab)
Technetium-99m apetid, early and delayed scintigraphy.
acute deep vein thrombosis, 2029, 2036(ab)
Technetium-99m Aquascan, peptide label, unprecedented high specific activity, 1913
Technetium-99m benzamides, affinity in melanoma.

487(ab)
Technetium-99m bitin, solid-phase labeling, 614(ab)
Technetium-99m collodil, double tracer technique, head
and neck tumors, 776
Technetium-99m colloidal albumin, mucoidhesive drug formulation, 610(ab)
Technetium-99m complexes
formation of NADH-sensitive Tc ligands, 493(ab)
infecion/inflammation imaging, 59(ab)
synthesis of cysteine-oxime ligands, 1402(ab)
Technetium-99m DMP-HSA, serum albumin, biodistribution and absorbed radiation dose estimates, 1532
Technetium-99m DMP 444, detection of deep venous thrombosis, 613(ab)
Technetium-99m DMISA, 52(ab)
clearance, overall and single kidney, urinary tract infection and, children, 52
renal SPECT, in renal scar, 60
SPECT, renal measurements with, 56(ab)
SPECT, renal tumor evaluation, 968
uptake
experiment paleophenixis, 643
SPECT, retroperitoneal junction obstruction, 111(ab)

Technetium-99m DTPA camera-based method to evaluate renal function, 867(ab)

estimation of renal clearance, 207(ab)
increase urinary excretion of, 370(ab)
metastasis volume complex for imaging hypoxia, 1373(ab)
Technetium-99m ECD, brain death determination, 1309(ab)
cerebral distribution, changes related to age, 1818

clearance, single plasma sample, validation of, 429
grognic value in acute cerebral infarction, 1202(ab)
quantiative analysis, regional cerebral blood flow
studies, 1183(ab)
Technetium-99m ECT, SPECT and, quantification of cerebral blood flow, 1737
Technetium-99m ENS, different freeze-dried formulations, in aerosol lung scintigraphy, 1080
Technetium-99m ethylideneicysteine, nonuniform attenuation correction of, 1328(ab)
Technetium-99m giscate acute chest pain patients, detection of acute MI in, 1832
myocardial viability assessment, 815(ab)
Technetium-99m GSA accumulation, hilar cholangiocarcinoma, 394
asialoglycoprotein receptors, 847(ab)
dynamic SPECT to predict postoperative liver function,

212(ab)
evaluation of chronic liver disease with, 211(ab)
hepatic asialoglycoprotein receptors, recovery after hepatic resection, 137
liver, biodistribution study of, 213(ab)
radiogalid for asialo-glycoprotein receptor, 855(ab)
SPECT

prognosis, cirrhosis of the liver, 1652
residual hepatic functional reserve, 1644
Technetium-99m HL91 applicability, detection of tumor hypoxia, 854
hypoxic tissue metabolism of, 330(ab)
kinetic study in isolated perfused rat hearts, 335(ab)
oxenograft status in xenografts pre- and post-radiotherapy, 1021(ab)
perfusion oxygen level, 823(ab)
trapping in hypoxic myocardium during low-flow ischemia, 813(ab)
Technetium-99m HMPAO acetazolamide challenge, 573(ab)
assessment of alterations in chronic traumatic brain injuries, 286(ab)
biodistribution of enantiomer, 1350(ab)
cerebral blood flow, qEUG and, Alzheimer’s disease, 522
dementia, Lewy bodies, Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease, 956
endothelial cell labeling, cell-biomaterial interactions, 1756
fluorine-18 glucose utilization with, brain, 1056
regional cerebral blood flow, primary antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, 1446
retention, nervous tissue, cerebral cortex slices, 1556
semi quantitative analysis in cerebral palsy, 918(ab)
SPECT cerebral blood flow deficits in Alzheimer’s disease, 244
epilepsy, quantitative differences, 730
Technetium-99m HYNIC, imaging, bacterial infections, 2073
Technetium-99m human serum albumin, active uptake of
macromolecule tracers, 111(ab)
Technetium-99m HYNIC-folate, targeted radiopharmaceutical, tumor imaging, 1563
Technetium-99m labeled red blood cells acute gastrointestinal bleeding, detection of, 852(ab)
congenital vascular malformation, 751(ab)
plasma volume determinations, 961(ab)
Technetium-99m MAAG3 assessment of cardiac function during renal imag, 378(ab)
camera-based MAAG and creatinine clearance measure, 209(ab)
clearance estimation by semi-automated ROI, 862(ab)
Technetium-99m tetrofosmin comparison with FDG PET in lung cancer, 384(ab)
detection of axillary lymph node metastasis, 1105(ab)
detection of differentiated thyroid cancer, 198(ab)
functional imaging of Ffp transport activity, 1024(ab)
gated SPECT, left ventricular volumes and ejection fraction, 1693
gated SPECT PET myocardial perfusion imaging, 740(ab)
measurement, forward cardiac output, 1874, 1882(2ed)
myocardial uptake, indicator of severe coronary artery
disease, 514(ab)
myocardial viability tests of coronary occlusion and reperfusion, 142
SPECT, functional recovery in severe left ventricular
dysfunction, 1824
stability of labelling, 615(ab)
uptake, P-glycoprotein and, non-small cell lung cancer,
1223(le)
velocity gradient imaging, 806(ab)

Technetium-99m TRODAT-1
age effects on dopamine transporters, 108(ab)
assessment of motor function in Parkinson’s disease,
1200(ab)
dopamine transporter imaging agent, kinetic modelling of,
150
dopamine transporter imaging in Parkinson’s disease,
109(ab)
dopamine transporters, age effects, 1812

Tetrofosmin scintigraphy
dipyridamole and SPECT vs. """"washin"""" in detection of
coronary artery disease, 345(ab)
left ventricular ejection fraction evaluation with, 747(ab)
Thallium, gated SPECT
large perfusion defects and left ventricular dysfunction,
805
major myocardial infarction patients, 513
Thallium reinjection imaging
acute myocardial infarction, detection of, 756(ab)
correlation of gated SPECT with right ventriculography,
772(ab)
fixed defects on, 731(ab)
Thallium-201
AIDS, intracranial lesions in patients with, 891(ab)
bone scans to evaluate chemotherapy response,
524(ab)
evaluation, multiple myeloma, bone scintigraphy
comparison, 1138
gated SPECT studies of LVEF and end-diastolic volume,
784(ab)
overestimation of left ventricular volumes, relation to
infarct size, 179(ab)
planar scintigraphy, fine-needle aspiration and, thyroid
nodules, 1971
rest-redistribution vs reinjection as predictor of
functional recovery, 191(ab)
scintigraphy, detection of residual thyroid cancer after
""""washin"""" therapy, 1434
similarities """"washin"""" Tc sestamibi dual-isotope SPECT.

Thallium-201 chloride
quantitative analysis of metal impurities, 1394(ab)
radiotherapy in head and neck cancer, 1057(ab)
SPECT and MRI, neck metastases, 1414
three-phase imaging of musculoskeletal lesions, 875(ab)

Therapy
effect of cardedovil therapy with 1-123-MIBG, 8(ab)
intracranial tumors, 986(ab)
myelotoxicity, factor influencing, 1380(ab)
PET quantitation, 933(ab)
""""Re-labeled PR29, dose-dependent tumor suppression,
994(ab)

Three-dimensional imaging
color modulated display, 511(ab)
validation and practical strategies for PET, 1096(ab)
whole-body PET, interactive data integration display
109(ab)

Three-dimensional volume imaging
ordered subset expectation maximization, 1321(ab)
relative distribution of D2 dopamine receptors, 1157(ab)

Thrombocytopenia, cardiopulmonary bypass, 947(ab)
Thromboembolism, bleeding reversal with platelet
transfusion, 947(ab)

Thrombosis imaging
P-selectin, 357(ab)
""""Tc"""" spectrin sensitivity and specificity of, 40(ab)
""""Tc"""" FBD to detect acute deep vein thrombosis, 41(ab)
""""Tc"""" iotixatin, 492(ab)
""""In"""" labeled platelets in, 780(ab)

Thrombus
identification of biomarkers, 40(ab)
peptide-based imaging of, 41(ab)

Thyeneic cancer, differential diagnosis, 1 IC MET PET
and FDG PET, 195(ab)

Thymidine
methyl-1-""""C, 1'IC"""" activity after, 491(ab)
radiolabeled, evaluation of tumor response and
decay, 1702
2-""""C, PET, validation studies, 614

Thymoma, differential diagnosis, 1 IC MET PET and FDG
PET, 195(ab)

Thymus, radiolabeled octreotide concentrations, 1967(le)
Thyroglobulin, chromotography, 938(ab)

Thyroid
congenital anomalies in infants with congenital
hypothyroidism, 928(ab)
congenital hypothyroidism, pertechnetate scintigraphy,
799
dosimetry, 933(ab)
postoperative radioiodine therapy of differentiated
carcinoma, 987(ab)
variable scintigraphic patterns of chronic thyroiditis,
145(ab)

Thyroid cancer
brain metastasis, 530(ab)
childhood, UICC/ACC classification in, 2125(le)
comparative studies of 1-131 """"Tc-"""" Ti, 1047(ab)
detection of recurrence, 1338(ab)
diagnosis and treatment with lanreotide, 74(ab)
differentiated postirradiation remnant, 111(ab)
therapy for, radiation dose to testis and, 1716
""""Tc"""" MIBI use in, 1769(ab)
dosimetry, using clearance fitting, 131
effect of irradiation on """"Tc-"""" sestamibi and """"Tc-"""" uptake,
1376(ab)
FDG PET detection of, 1044(ab)

FDG PET follow-up studies, 1043(ab)
FDG PET scans in follow-up of, 411(ab)
FDG PET when radiotechnate scan negative, 1041(ab)
lobar ablation, 927(ab)
management with recombinant human thyrotropin,
926(ab)

medullary
CEA-producing, radioimmunotherapy in, 198
radiolabeled CCK analogs, evaluation of, 2081
Re-188-DSMA diagnosis of, 924(ab)
targeting cholecystokinin-B gastrin receptor-
expressing tumors, 1029

metastatic
FDG PET role in, 993(ab)
""""Tc"""" uptake, nucleic acid content, and clinical
behavior relations, 963
monitoring TSH-suppressive therapy, 923(ab)
papillary, FDG PET in, 986
post-therapy scan, stunning of, 1045(ab)
presurgical evaluation of recurrence in cervical lymph
nodes, 529(ab)
radiolabelled imaging of, 973(ab)
radiotherapy, 198(ab)
remnant thyroid dosimetry of, 937(ab)
residual, after 131Itherapy, 1434
stunning due to changes in urinary iodine excretion, 921(ab)
uptake measurements in thyroid remnants, 930(ab)
whole-body FDG PET in follow-up of, 1042(ab)

Thyroid disease
fetal hypothyroidism diagnosis and management, 922(ab)
radiolodine therapy, 1453(ab)
stunning parameter in, 931(ab)
thyroid visualization on lung scan, 884(ab)

Thyroid hormones
cardiac effects, 33(ab)
geometric error in hypothyroidism, 527(ab)

Thyroid nodule
autonomous, dosimetry study in, 1928
fine-needle aspiration, 25(ab)Tc scintigraphy and, 1971

TLD, intraperitoneal dose measurement, 1358(ab)

Tomography
blurring tomography and positron coincidence detection, 1332(ab)
FBP or OSEM reconstruction, 1333(ab)
four-hour 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose PET/CT imaging, 843(ab)
gating errors in, 715(ab)
ML-EM iterative reconstruction, 1305(ab)
Trabecular bone, absorbed fractions of energy within, three-dimensional transport model, 1947

Tracer kinetic modeling
effects of metabolic alterations on brain retention of perfusion tracers, 1168(ab)
FDOPA distribution volume, 142(ab)
SPECT, dopamine transporter, 144(ab)
statistical bias in Logan graphical method, 141(ab)
11C FDOPA, striatum and cerebellar distribution volumes, 585(ab)

Trainee Awards, Education & Research Foundation, SNM, 32N(8)

Transferrin, 6(ab) targeting in tumors, 1547
Transferrin receptor, expression, 1'123I scintigraphy in non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 40

Transmission computed tomography
cardiac imaging, 135(ab)
cone-beam collimation, 137(ab)
CT-137 fanbeam collimation, 136(ab)
geometrical models, 298(ab)
ordered subsets, 1323(ab)
sctract correction in emission/transmission SPECT, 1313(ab)
simultaneous emission and transmission whole-body imaging, 1231(ab)
static line sources in brain SPECT, 1250(ab)

Transplantation, see also specific type biodistribution of 131I-labeled antibodies via portal vein infusion, 850(ab)
diagnostic accuracy of ventilation-perfusion scan, 525(ab)
lung, bronchial artery recanalization after, 290 prognostic value of lung scan, 880(ab)
125I-Tc annexin assessment of rejection, 846(ab)
125I-Tc annexin V to evaluate lung transplant rejection, 3(ab)

Transport model, three-dimensional, absorbed fractions of energy within cortical bone, 2115

Trapping mechanism, effects of metabolic alterations on brain retention of perfusion tracers, 1168(ab)
Triphenylphosphonium, enhanced uptake in malignant cell lines, 1037(ab)

Triple-energy window scatter correction, optimization of, 1337(ab)
Tumor, see also specific type and site blood flow, noninvasive estimation of input function, 464(ab)
breast, FDG biodistribution in, 90(ab)
cultured cells, nontidipine promotion of gallium uptake in, 159
differential uptake of FDG in cultured cells, 1000(ab)
proliferation, 1034(ab)
radiotherapY structure-activity-relationships, 1386(ab)

Tumor detection
abdominal tumors, 562(ab)
FDG PET, 1128(ab)
FDG PET oncology studies, 465(ab)
FDG PET study of esophageal cancer, 1078(ab)
intracellular distribution in tumor cells, 1036(ab)
intracranial tumor, 1058(ab)
linear discriminant, use for tumor detection, 601(ab)
localization ROC, 590(ab)
whole-body FDG PET, 1155(ab)

Tumor grading, IDUMP SPECT vs FDG PET, 1066(ab)

Tumor hypoxia
detection of, 99(ab)HYNIC and 18F-deoxyglucose comparison, 854
PET agents for evaluation of, 1365(ab)
synthesis of DTPA-metronidazole, 1373(ab)
18F FETA detection of, 1072
125I-Tc labeled-HL91 imaging of vs 99mTc, 1020(ab)

Tumor imaging
automated radiochemical synthesis, 1388(ab)
diagnostic potential of human antibody fragment E8, 434(ab)
evaluation of anti-angiogenic effect with 99mTc ECD, 1367(ab)
FDG coincidence imaging, 1153(ab)
sestamibi uptake as predictor of chemotherapeutic response in lung cancer, 75(ab)
tumor-to-normal tissue ratios, 567(ab)
99mTc HYNIC folate, targeted radiopharmaceutical, 1563
99mTc VIP imaging of brain tumors, 1080(ab)
201Tl brain SPECT, 1182(ab)

Tumor localization, imperfect radiopharmaceuticals, 554( ed)

Tumor markers
abnormalities, scan yields with, 410(ab)
FDG detection of pulmonary lesions, 1092(ab)
Tumor necrosis factor, limb perfusion with, Tc99m Tc in, 262

Tumor recurrence, tracer for, radiolabeled thymidine, 1702

Tumor response
DNA precursors, kinetics, 99(ab)
lactate production with bioreductive antitumor agent, 9(ab)
sestamibi imaging as predictor of, 985(ab)
tracer for, radiolabeled thymidine, 1702

Tumor-seeking agents
mannosylated albumin, 1371(ab)
tissue uptake of 99(ab)alpha-methyl tyrosine, 336(ab)
99mTc labeled HLT1 vs 99mTc, 1020(ab)

Tumor-suppressor genes, oncogenes, cancer, and imaging, 498

Tumor targeting
angiogenesis, 99(ab)
biodistribution of radiolabeled versus radiolabeled anti-CEA antibody fragments, 325(ab)
dosimetry and, small cell lung cancer, 1216 integran antigen, tumor detection using, 319(ab)
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